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Objective

Watch an episode of Undercover Boss and conduct an empathy 
mapping exercise for the owner and one employee. 

Think of the characters in the episode as users that each have a different experience 

with the same business. Only by understanding these users can we begin to think about 

how to address their unique problems and needs. This is the kind of research that is 

conducted as part of the Empathy phases in design thinking. Without empathy for our 

users and their needs, we cannot effectively design an experience they will enjoy.
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Empathy Map  
Template

The template I have created is based 

on empathy mapping information I 

acquired from Stanford’s d.school and 

Interaction Design Foundation(IDF). 
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Users

Scott Fischer, CEO & Owner of 
Dippin’ Dots

Brandon, Warehouse Operator at 
Dippin’ Dots 

Scott Fischer goes undercover as Brad, an unemployed 

welder being documented for a film about people 

switching careers. Fisher is hoping to understand how his 

company operates and how employees and customers 

feel towards the product and brand.

Brandon has been a loyal employee to Dippin’ Dots for 

five years. His job today is to train Brad (i.e. Scott Fisher) 

on how work gets done around here. During training, 

Brandon opens up to Brad about his real feelings towards 

the company.
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Scott Fischer’s Empathy Map
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1. Saying

Scott Fischer, CEO

What are some noteworthy quotes  
your user said?

Fischer was observational and reflective throughout  

the entire experience. Many of the things he said 

considered how he could use this new knowledge to 

improve his employee’s experience and his business 

objectives moving forward. 
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2. Doing

Scott Fischer, CEO

Any specific actions that seem  
noticeable or interesting?

A lot of Fischer’s actions evoked a strong sense of 

presence and paying attention. He gave direct eye 

contact, and stopped his tasks to face people when 

they spoke to him. His hand gestures were sharp and 

authoritative when he said something serious. 
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3. Thinking

Scott Fischer, CEO

What might your user be thinking that 
they are not willing to say?

Fischer spent a lot of time listening and reflecting 

on what he heard. When he was learning about food 

waste and cost, you could see his mind working—

thinking about how surprised he was to discover this 

and calculating the financial loss. 
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4. Feeling

Scott Fischer, CEO

Are there any cues like body language 
or tone of voice that reveal your user’s 
emotions?

At one point, Fischer seemed nervous about being 

discovered, and his tense facial reactions and wide 

eyes revealed the anxiety he was feeling. 

In other times he voice conveyed his feelings clearly. 

When he was serious his voice was stern, when he was 

compassionate it was tender. 
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5. Needs

Scott Fischer, CEO

Using verbs what help does your used 
need in the situation you just witnessed? 
Consider their emotional and physical 
needs.

Fischer’s needs address his desires to run a business 

that acknowledges and rewards employees, and his 

business needs for expansion and efficiency. 
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6. Insights

Scott Fischer, CEO

What disconnects or contradictions did 
you discover and what do you think they 
reveal? Jot down any hypotheses you 
think are worth exploring further.  

There were some contradictions between Fischer’s 

expectations for how the company is running, and 

the reality. These contradictions reveal opportunities 

to improve the company culture, workplace safety 

and moral amongst employees. 

Unexpected technical issues also led to innovative 

solutions and worthy investments for the company 

moving forward. 
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Brandon’s Empathy Map
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Brandon, Warehouse Operator

1. Saying

What are some noteworthy quotes  
your user said?

Brandon was really friendly towards Fischer and took 

the time to explain the process and business clearly. 

But, he also spoke frankly and didn’t shy away from 

talking about his disappointments with Dippin’ Dots.
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Brandon, Warehouse Operator

2. Doing

Any specific actions that seem  
noticeable or interesting?

Brandon used his hands to point things out to Fischer as  

he showed him around  —making an active effort to be clear. 

When he talked about his frustrations, he maintained eye 

contact, but his shoulders seemed a little higher, and his 

mouth tensed up. 
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Brandon, Warehouse Operator

3. Thinking

What might your user be thinking that 
they are not willing to say?

Brandon spoke honestly and openly with Fischer, but 

at times you can sense a little hesitation—as if he was 

calculating in his mind whether he should be upfront 

about some of the downsides of the company or not. 

In the end, he seemed to always be truthful. 
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Brandon, Warehouse Operator

4. Feeling

Are there any cues like body language 
or tone of voice that reveal your user’s 
emotions?

Brandon’s tone of voice revealed a lot about his  

feelings. When he was talking about how the  

company is losing money, he sounded personally 

hurt and disappointed by the matter. When he  

spoke of wages and recognition, he sounded hurt  

and frustrated by feelings of neglect. 
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Brandon, Warehouse Operator

5. Needs

Using verbs what help does your used 
need in the situation you just witnessed? 
Consider their emotional and physical 
needs.

Brandon needs recognition for his hard work and a 

ladder to climb. He wants to believe there is room for 

him to grow within the company and that his hard 

work will be rewarded. 
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Brandon, Warehouse Operator

6. Insights

What disconnects or contradictions did 
you discover and what do you think they 
reveal? Jot down any hypotheses you think 
are worth exploring further.  

There was a disconnect between Brandon’s expectations 

for how employees should be treated, and the reality. 

This reveals opportunities for the company to enforce 

better employment growth and reward programs that 

acknowledge hard work and give employees new goals 

to reach for. 



Thank you.
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